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To achieve the ambitions of the Paris Agreement 
(limit the rise in global temperatures and establish a 
balance between sources and sinks in the latter half of 
the century) will require not only steep reductions in 
emissions of greenhouse gases but also the widespread 
deployment of proposed Greenhouse Gas Removal (GGR) 
techniques.

While such GGR techniques are assumed in the vast 
majority of scenarios that cap the rise in global mean 
temperatures between 1.5 and 2°C above pre-
industrial levels, it is unclear whether such techniques 
could be deployed at the scale implied without creating 
countervailing side-effects on other societal goals.

The Greenhouse Gas Removal Instruments and Policies 
(GRIP) project seeks to develop appropriate policies 
relating to proposed techniques to draw down carbon 
dioxide from the atmosphere. There are a wide range 
of proposed techniques – in some instances, it may be 
necessary to restrict proposed techniques that may 
cause societal harms, while in other instances it may be 
appropriate to incentivise proposed techniques which 
result in net benefits to society.

We undertook a series of workshops and public 
engagement exercises within the UK and conducted 
over 50 hours of semi-structured interviews with key 
stakeholders with expertise in the area of GGR from 
policymaker, academic, industry and civil society circles.

While a significant number of modelling studies and 
a small amount of field work has been undertaken on 
what could be termed the ‘supply side’ of GGR (namely, 
characterising what proposed techniques could be 
deployed and at what scale), there has been a lack of 
attention to the ‘demand side’ of GGR (namely, on what 
might incentivise the deployment of proposed GGR 
techniques). We make recommendations for how a range 
of existing instruments within the UK policy context could 
be adapted to appropriately incentivise proposed GGR 
techniques.

In addition, we commissioned reports from policy experts 
in six other jurisdictions around the world to understand 
the extent to which policy proposals specific to the UK 
could potentially be applied elsewhere.

Achieving the ambition of net zero emissions will require 
not only far steeper reductions in emissions but also the 
capacity to counter any remaining emissions with removal 
of greenhouse gases. Currently, the ambition of achieving 
net zero is not matched by the action required to realise 
that ambition -  this presentation will set out policy 
recommendations to bridge that gap.

Achieving Net Zero

Tim Kruger, Oxford Martin School, University of Oxford
tim.kruger@oxfordmartin.ox.ac.uk

More information 
https://www.oxfordmartin.ox.ac.uk/research/programmes/geoengineering
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Methane, a greenhouse gas generated in large 
quantities by ruminant livestock and rice cultivation, 
causes strong warming while it remains in the 
atmosphere, but does not accumulate in the 
atmosphere like carbon dioxide (CO2) as it has a 
half-life of around a decade. Because CO2 emissions 
accumulate, halting the rise in global temperature 
requires net CO2 emissions to be reduced to zero. This 
presentation will focus on what “net zero warming” 
would mean for methane emissions, in particular for 
agriculture.

How the climate responds to short-lived pollutants 
like methane is well understood. Sources of methane 
that have been stable for centuries cause no further 
warming. For sources that increased over the past 
century, a gradual emissions decline offsets the slow 
deep ocean climate response to that past increase, and 
also results in net zero warming. 

If policies are to reflect the warming impact of 
emissions, then these differences in short- and 
long-lived gases need to be taken into account. New 
Zealand can be used as an example of how this can be 
done because a large proportion of its total emissions 
are from agriculture. 

The top graph shows the global warming caused by 
New Zealand’s emissions of CO2, methane and nitrous 
oxide from 1990 to the present and projected to 
2030. Methane generates less than half the warming 
of CO2 over this period. 

In pursuit of a long-term temperature goal, it is 
helpful to compare emissions of different gases using 
methods that reflect their respective contributions to 
global temperatures. In the middle graph, emissions 
are compared conventionally by expressing methane 
and nitrous oxide as “CO2-equivalent” (CO2-e), 
by multiplying by GWP100. This suggests that New 
Zealand’s CO2-e emissions of methane are higher 
than CO2, even though the CO2 emissions cause more 
warming. 

The lower graph uses an alternative usage of GWP100, 
GWP*, which equates a permanent change in 
methane emission rate with a one-off emission of a 
fixed number of tonnes of CO2. Cumulative CO2-e* 
emissions are in line with their warming impacts. This 
is therefore a better method for evaluating climate 
policies and framing carbon budgets. 
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emissions"since"1990,"but"this"gives"a"very"misleading"impression"of"the"impact"of"New"

Zealand’s"emissions"of"these"three"gases"on"global"mean"surface"temperature"(GMST)."

Misrepresentations'of'the'impact'of'methane'emissions'

It"has"long"been"known
4
"that"treating"shortIlived"climate"pollutants"(SLCPs)"such"as"methane"

as"carbonIdioxideIequivalent"using"GWP100"misrepresents"their"impact"on"GMST,"but"the"

impact"of"this"misrepresentation"is"limited"as"long"as"emissions"are"rising"and/or"methane"

emissions"comprise"a"relatively"small"fraction"of"the"total."Under"conditions"in"which"

methane"emissions"are"stable"or"falling,"and"methane"makes"a"substantial"contribution"to"

total"emissions,"GWP100"is"not"fit"for"purpose"as"a"metric"of"the"impact"of"greenhouse"gas"

emissions"on"GMST."It"understates"the"immediate"impact"of"methane"emissions"on"warming"

trends,"and"simultaneously"overstates"their"cumulative"impact"on"total"warming."

The"relevance"of"this"point"for"New"Zealand"is"demonstrated"by"figure"2,"which"shows"(left"

panel)"the"impact"of"New"Zealand’s"emissions"on"the"rate"of"increase"in"GMST"calculated"

with"a"standard"simple"climate"model,"and"on"the"right"the"impact"of"these"emissions"on"the"

total"increase"in"GMST"since"1990.""

"

Figure"2:"Contribution"of"New"Zealand’s"emissions"to"global"warming,"expressed"as"(left"panel)"

contribution"to"the"rate"of"increase"in"global"mean"surface"temperature"(GMST)"and"(right"panel)"

total"increase"in"GMST"since"1990,"computed"by"subtracting"New"Zealand"emissions"from"observed"

and"projected"global"totals"and"calculating"the"impact"on"GMST"computed"using"the"multigas"variant"

of"the"FaIR"simple"climate"model
5
"with"default"climate"system"properties."Relative"size"of"warming"

due"to"different"gases"is"unaffected"by"uncertainties"in"climate"system"response"on"these"timescales."

The"small"numbers"(1"mK"="0.001°C)"reflect"New"Zealand’s"population:"if"the"entire"world"

had"emitted"at"the"same"rate"as"the"average"New"Zealander,"combined"carbon"dioxide,"

methane"and"nitrous"oxide"emissions"would"have"caused"over"a"degree"of"global"warming"

since"1990"alone."But"the"important"point"about"this"figure"is"not"the"absolute"numbers,"but"

the"relative"size"of"the"contributions"of"the"different"gases"to"GMST."Comparing"figures"1"

and"2,"it"is"clear"that"annual"emission"rates"of"carbon"dioxide"and"nitrous"oxide,"expressed"

as"carbon"dioxide"equivalent"using"GWP100,"accurately"indicate"their"respective"

contributions"to"the"rate"of"increase"in"GMST,"while"cumulative"emissions"of"these"gases"

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
4
"Pierrehumbert,"R."T."ShortILived"Climate"Pollution."Annual&Review&of&Earth&and&Planetary&Sciences"42,"341I

379,"doi:doi:10.1146/annurevIearthI060313I054843"(2014)."
5
"Smith,"CJ,"Forster,"PM,"Allen,"MR"et&al"FAIR"v1.3:"a"simple"emissionsIbased"impulse"response"and"carbon"cycle"
model,"Geosci.&Model&Dev.,"11,"2273I2297,"(2018)."
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acknowledge"that"science"has"a"role"to"play"in"determining"the"emission"reductions"required"

to"achieve"“balance”.
1
"

For"carbon"dioxide"emissions"in"isolation,"the"science"is"very"clear:"carbon"dioxide"is"a"

cumulative,"or"“stock”,"pollutant,"meaning"it"accumulates"in"the"atmosphere."Hence"balance"

requires"that"the"net"global"rate"of"carbon"dioxide"emissions"be"reduced"to"zero,"and"

sustained"indefinitely"(which"limits"the"scope"for"offsetting"of"residual"fossil"fuel"emissions"

with"afforestation)."Nitrous"oxide"behaves"similarly"on"policyIrelevant"timescales:"hence"a"

longIterm,"steady"release"of"nitrous"oxide"can"only"be"offset"with"active"carbon"dioxide"

removal"through,"for"example,"bioenergy"with"carbon"capture,"or"direct"air"capture,"

combined"with"permanent"geological"sequestration."The"amount"of"“equivalent”"carbon"

dioxide"that"would"need"to"be"capured"to"offset"the"release"of"a"tonne"of"nitrous"oxide"is"

relatively"unambiguous,"at"about"265"tonnes,"where"265"is"the"“100Iyear"Global"Warming"

Potential”"(GWP100)"of"nitrous"oxide.
2
"

The"most"challenging"greenhouse"gas,"from"a"policy"perspective,"is"methane."Many"policy"

instruments,"including"the"2008"UK"Climate"Change"Act"(UKCCA)"sometimes"seen"as"a"model"

for"the"ZCA,"treat"methane"emissions"as"“carbon"dioxide"equivalent”"using"GWP100:"one"

tonne"of"methane"is"considered"equivalent"to"approximately"28"tonnes"of"carbon"dioxide."

Figure"1"shows"New"Zealand’s"emissions"of"carbon"dioxide,"methane"and"nitrous"oxide"from"

1990"to"2030"expressed"as"carbonIdioxideIequivalent"using"the"standard"GWP100"metric."

"

Figure"1:"New"Zealand"greenhouse"gas"emissions"(from"the"EDGAR"dataset
3
"extended"with"data"

provided"by"MfE)"expressed"in"terms"of"carbonIdioxide"equivalent"calculated"with"conventional"

GWP100."Left"panel"shows"annual"rate"of"emissions"in"millions"of"tonnes"CO2Ie"per"year,"right"panel"

shows"cumulative"emissions"since"1990"in"billions"of"tonnes"CO2Ie,"for"the"three"major"gases,"carbon"

dioxide,"methane"and"nitrous"oxide."

The"left"panel"in"figure"1"shows"the"annual"rate"of"emissions"in"millions"of"tonnes"per"year,"

while"the"right"panel"show"cumulative"(integrated)"emissions"in"billions"of"tonnes"since"

1990."On"this"measure,"methane"represents"almost"50%"of"New"Zealand’s"greenhouse"gas"

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
1
"Fuglestvedt,"J.S.,"Rogelj,"J.,"Millar,"R.J."et"al:"Implications"of"possible"interpretations"of"“greenhouse"gas"

balance”"in"the"Paris"Agreement,"Phil.&Trans.&R.&Soc.&A,"doi:10.1098/rsta.2016.0445"(2018)."
2
"GWP"values"quoted"here"are"from"the"IPCC"5

th
"Assessment"Report,"although"an"upward"revision"to"the"

methane"GWP"may"be"required:"see"Etminan,"M.,"G."Myhre,"E.J."Highwood,"and"K.P."Shine:"Radiative"forcing"of"

carbon"dioxide,"methane,"and"nitrous"oxide:"A"significant"revision"of"the"methane"radiative"forcing."

Geophysical&Research&Letters,"43(24),"12,614I12,623,"doi:10.1002/2016GL071930"(2016)."
3
"http://edgar.jrc.ec.europa.eu/"
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indicate"their"contributions"to"total"warming."The"picture"is"entirely"different"for"methane."

GWP100"overstates"the"cumulative"impact"of"methane"emissions,"which"have"contributed"

only"about"one"quarter"of"the"warming"that"has"occurred"since"1990."At"the"same"time,"

GWP100"understates"the"impact"of"changing"methane"emission"rates:"most"of"the"reduction"

in"New"Zealand’s"contribution"to"the"rate"of"increase"in"GMST"that"has"occurred"since"2005"

results"from"the"relatively"small"reduction"in"methane"emissions."

Science<based'comparison'of'emissions'

Because"of"this"simultaneous"overI"and"underIstatement"of"different"aspects"of"the"impact"

of"methane"emissions,"simply"adopting"a"higher"or"lower"“conversion"rate”"to"convert"a"

tonne"of"methane"into"tonnes"of"carbonIdioxideIequivalent"does"not"solve"the"problem."

There"is,"however,"a"simple"solution,"which"is"to"treat"a"permanent"increase"in"methane"

emission"rate"as"equivalent"to"oneIoff"release"of"a"fixed"number"of"tonnes"of"carbon"

dioxide.
6
"This"approach"has"been"shown

7
"to"reflect"the"impact"of"methane"emissions"on"

GMST"much"better"than"GWP100"or"any"alternative"traditional"conversion"factor,"because"it"

accurately"reflects"the"wellIestablished"science"of"how"methane"and"carbon"dioxide"

emissions"behave.
8
"

"

"

Figure"3:"New"Zealand"greenhouse"gas"emissions"recalculated"using"GWP*."Left"panel"shows"annual"

rate"of"emissions"in"millions"of"tonnes"CO2Ie*"per"year,"right"panel"shows"cumulative"emissions"since"

1990"in"billions"of"tonnes"CO2Ie*,"for"the"three"major"gases."Carbon"dioxide"and"nitrous"oxide"

emissions"are"unchanged"from"figure"1,"but"methane"emissions"are"substantially"reduced,"now"

representing"less"than"one"quarter"of"the"total,"and"declining,"much"better"reflecting"their"

contribution"to"the"change"in"GMST"shown"in"figure"2."

This"is"demonstrated"in"figure"3,"which"shows"New"Zealand’s"emissions"since"1990"

expressed"in"terms"of"GWP*,"a"revised"usage"of"GWP"that"accounts"for"the"different"

behaviour"of"SLCPs"like"methane."Carbon"dioxide"and"nitrous"oxide"emissions"are"

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
6
"Allen,"MR,"Fuglestvedt,"JS,"Shine,"KP,"Reisinger,"A,"Pierrehumbert,"RT,"&"Forster,"PM:"A"new"use"of"Global"

Warming"Potentials"to"compare"cumulative"and"shortIlived"climate"pollutants,"Nature&Climate&Change,"6,"773I

776"(2016)."
7
"Allen,"MR,"Shine,"KP,"Fuglestvedt,"JS,"Millar,"RJ,"Cain,"M,"Frame,"DJ,"&"Macey,"AH:"A"solution"to"the"

misrepresentations"of"CO2Iequivalent"emissions"of"shortIlived"climate"pollutants"under"ambitious"mitigation."

npj&Climate&and&Atmospheric&Science,"1(1),"16."https://doi.org/10.1038/s41612I018I0026I8"(2018)."
8
"Lauder,"AR,"Enting,"IG,"Carter,"JO"et"al:"Offsetting"methane"emissions"–"An"alternative"to"emission"

equivalence"metrics,"Int.&J.&Greenhouse&Gas&Control,"12,"419I429"(2013)."
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